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Abstract:

DECam (Dark Energy Survey Camera) is a new instrument designed to explore the universe ai-
ming to reveal the nature of Dark Energy. The camera consists of 72 CCDs and 520 Mpixels. The 
readout electronics of DECam is based on the Monsoon system. Monsoon is a new image acqui-
sition system developed by the NOAO (National Optical Astronomical Observatory) for the new 
generation of astronomical cameras. The Monsoon system uses three types of boards inserted in a 
Eurocard format based crate: master control board, acquisition board and clock board. The direct 
use of the Monsoon system for DECam readout electronics requires nine crates mainly due to the 
high number of clock boards needed. Unfortunately, the available space for DECam electronics is 
constrained to four crates at maximum. The major drawback to achieve such desired compaction 
degree resides in the clock board signal density. This document describes the changes performed 
at CIEMAT on the programmable logic of the Monsoon clock board aiming to meet such restricted 
space constraints.

Electrónica Reconfigurable de la Tarjeta de Reloj para la Cámara del Proyecto DES.

de Vicente, J.; Castilla, J.; Martínez, G.

 14 pp.    4 figs.  2 tablas  5 refs.

Resumen:

DECam (Dark Energy Survey Camera) es un nuevo instrumento diseñado para explorar el universo 
con el objetivo de desvelar la naturaleza de la Energía Oscura. La cámara está compuesta de 72 
CCDs y 520 Mpixels. La electrónica de lectura de DECam está basada en el sistema Monsoon. 
Monsoon es un sistema de adquisición de imágenes astronómicas desarrollado por el NOAO (Na-
tional Optical Astronomical Observatory) para las nuevas generaciones de cámaras astronómicas. 
El sistema Monsoon utiliza tres tipos de tarjetas insertables en un crate con formato Eurocard: 
tarjeta de control maestra, tarjeta de adquisición y tarjeta de reloj. El uso directo de Monsoon para 
la electrónica de lectura de la cámara de DES requiere nueve crates debido principalmente al alto 
número de tarjetas de reloj necesarias. Desafortunadamente, el espacio disponible para la electrónica 
de la cámara está limitado a cuatro crates como máximo. El mayor inconve niente para alcanzar 
ese grado de compactación reside en la densidad de señales procedentes de la tarjeta de reloj. Este 
documento describe los cambios realizados en el CIEMAT sobre la lógica programable de la tarjeta 
de reloj de Monsoon con el objetivo de ajustarse a las restricciones de espacio disponible para la 
electrónica.
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1. Introduction 
 
DECam is a new camera of 520 Mpixels for the Dark Energy Survey project [1, 2, 3]. 
DECam is a spearhead technological project due to the large number of CCDs involved 
in it (72). MegaCam[2], the larger astronomical camera built so far have 40 CCDs and 
378 Mpixels. The increment in the number of CCDs of DECam with respect to 
MegaCam complicates the readout electronics due to the limited space for integrating 
all elements of the camera (Fig. 1). To confront this challenge, the DES collaboration 
has selected the Monsoon system for reading out DECam. Monsoon [3] is an image 
acquisition system developed by the NOAO (National Optical Astronomy Observatory) 
to confront the challenge of the new generation of astronomical instruments. The 
Monsoon system uses a Eurocard format based crate with a redefined cPCI backplane.  
 

 
Figure 1.  Dark Energy Survey Camera 
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Three kinds of boards can be inserted in the crate for reading out the CCDs: the Master 
Control Board (MCB), the Clock&Bias board and the acquisition board. The MCB 
communicates with the PC control, the acquisition board readout the CCDs output and 
the Clock&Bias board generates the clocks signals to perform the movement of charge 
in the CCDs toward its output. The DECam requirements have conducted to increase 
dramatically the density of clocks per board. Thus, the Monsoon system manages 32 
clocks per board while the new DES clock board will generate up to 135 clocks. Such 
improvement will allow us to fix the readout electronics in only three crates reducing in 
66% the volume occupied with respect to the direct use of the Monsoon system. In this 
document we will focus on the modifications performed in the firmware to reduce the 
area and to make room on the board for new clock voltage swing generation paths and 
cable drivers to achieve these demanding space constraints. 

 
 
2. Monsoon Clock board 
 
Monsoon is a scalable image acquisition system. The keystone of the Monsoon system 
is the pair PAN (Pixel Adquisition Node)-DHE (Detector Head Electronics) 
communicated by 1Gb-fibber optic link. The PAN is a PC running the Linux operating 
system where the acquisition program is executed. The DHE is a Eurocard-format crate 
of 6 slots with a cPCI backplane.  The signals of cPCI have been redefined having its 
own protocol.  

 
There are three types of boards for plugging into the crate (Fig. 2): the Master Control 
Board, the Acquisition Board and the Clock board.  
 

-The Master Control Board communicates with the PAN and produces the signals 
sequence for reading out the CCDs.  

 
- The acquisition board readout the CCDs output with the CDS (Correlated Double 
Sampling) algorithm.  

 
- The clock&bias board constructs 32 clocks in ±10 voltage range and the bias 
voltages for the CCDs.  

 
The clock signals should be clear enough to ensure an efficient movement of charge in 
the CCDs towards their output. The basic components of the clock board are: 
 

- The digital to analog converters (DACs) and the operational amplifiers for 
providing the voltages swing generation paths for the CCDs clocks. 

 
- The analog to digital converters (ADCs) for clock telemetry. 
 
- The programmable logic (reconfigurable devices) to decode and execute 

commands coming from the backplane. The original clock&bias board of the 
Monsoon system has 2 CPLDs plus one FPGA (Xilinx Virtex E) to accomplish 
the programmable logic of the board.  
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Figure 2. Monsoon crate 
 
 
 
The Monsoon system has been designed to provide high density of signals. Nevertheless 
the requirements of DECam are still more demanding. The specifications for the new 
DES clock board have been fixed in 135 clocks instead of 32. In this way the number of 
controlled CCDs per board will pass from two to nine.  
 
The DES clock board is being developed at CIEMAT and some changes in the original 
Monsoon design have been required to meet the DECam area constraints: 
 

- The new DES clock board integrates all the programmable logic into only one 
device (Xilinx Spartan II).  

 
- The bias section has been moved to the acquisition board to avoid being 
contaminated with noise from the clock signals. 

 
- The room gained by the above adjustments has been leveraged for increasing the 
number of clock swing generation paths and for adding up to 135 cable drivers. 
  

Each CCD requires 15 clock signals. Thus, each board will generate three sets of 15 
signals (3x15=45). In addition, each set will fanout with drivers to 3 CCDs (3x45=135).  
In this way, each clock board will pass to control 9 CCDs (9x15=135) instead of 2. 
 
Figure 3 shows the major changes performed in the Monsoon clock board to meet 
DECam requirements. 
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Figure 3. Changes performed in the clock board to meet DECam requirements 

 
3. Reconfigurable electronics of DES clock board 
 
The programmable logic of Monsoon system was implemented in 2 CPLDs and 1 
FPGA. As commented above, the DES clock board requires additional area for clock 
generation. Thus, the programmable logic has been redesigned to adapt to only one 
device. In addition a microsequencer unit has been designed to reduce the traffic of 
signals in the backplane. Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of the modified FPGA code.  
 

 
Figure 4. DES clock board firmware block diagram 
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In Monsoon the signals of the cPCI backplane has been redefined. Thus, the bus 

grant signals have been set as the bus selection. Once a board is selected, the 
communication is established by means of two main buses: the sequencer bus and the 
pixdata bus. In addition, there is a set of control/address signals to establish different 
access configurations. Thus, there exist four types of access indicated by two signals of 
mode: 16-bit writing operations, 32-bit writing operation, read operation and reset. 
 

The writing operations are performed through the sequencer bus. In the 16-bit 
writing operations the least significant bits are dedicated to data while the most 
significant bits include the address inside the board. In 32-bit writing operation all bits 
are data and three additional dev_address lines indicates the location inside the board.  
 

The backplane interface module of the FPGA firmware is on charge of reorganizing 
these backplane buses in a common address, data and control buses. The 16-bit and 32-
bit writing operations are used for different purposes: 
 

- By means of 16-bit writing operations various modules can be accessed. The 
majority of the writing operations trigger a finite state machine for executing a 
command. Thus, the DAC configuration process is started by writing in the digital 
to analog address space the corresponding command and data words. In the same 
way, we can configure and execute analog to digital conversions for telemetry. 
Other types of writing operation simply consist of configuration registers. i.e. the 
multiplexor configuration register for selecting the clock signal to be view  in the 
front panel.  A third type of 16-bit access is  a memory writing operation. e.g. we can 
load the new dual port microsequencer pattern memory with a sequencing program.  

 
- On the contrary, 32-bits writing operation are reserved for alternative direct clock 
sequencing. In this case, the clock sequence is generated by the Master Control 
Board and registered in the clock board.  

    
Regarding reading operations, these are performed through the pixdata bus. In 

addition to perform its function, all writing operations are registered into internal 
memories of the FPGA. Thus, the reading operations can be of two types: 

 
a) Reading out the ADC telemetry data. 
b) Reading a configuration previously set. 

 
In the following lines a brief description of the modules involved in the DES clock 

board firmware is performed. 
 
 
a) personality module 
 
This module provides the logic mechanism to interface the sequencer bus interface 
module to any particular FPGA design. It provides for local address decode logic and a 
simple data selection to personalize your design to a particular FPGA logic 
implementation to the sequencer interface logic block. In addition receives data from all 
modules for centralizing reading operations. 
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Inputs: 
write: write enable for write strobes. 
board_sel: board selection.   
address: address bus input for local decoding. 
seq_data_in: sequencer data bus input. 
tel_data_in: tel data register file for reading operations. 
cfg_data_in: cfg data register file for reading operations. 
microsequencer_data_in:  microsequencer data for reading operations. 
mux_data_in:  multiplexor configuration data for reading operations. 
 micro_control_in: microsequencer status for reading operations. 
cfg_status_in: configuration status for reading operations. 
ssn_crc_ok: crc ok for the silicon serial number (ssn). 
ssn_data_in: 48 bit input data from the ssn. 
temp_data_in: 12 bit data for the board temperature sensor. 
led_data_in: led status.     

 
Outputs: 

get_temp_cmd: strobe signal for triggering the board temperature readout. 
data_out: 48 bit data bus connected to the pixel data bus through the seq_ifc for 
reading operations. 
cs_cfg_reg: chip select for cfg data register file. 
cs_tel_reg: chip select for tel data register file. 
led_reg_cs: chips select for led. 
 cs_mux: chip select for front panel multiplexor. 
cs_oe: chip select for output enable configuration. 
cs_pat_mem: microsequencer memory enable. 
cs_micro_control: chip select for the microsequencer control register. 

 
b) seq_ifc_709  
 
seq_ifc_709 implements a standard interface between the monsoon bus system and any 
peripheral board. 
 
Inputs: 

seq_clk  : system clock from the backplane - enabled/disabled on the MCB. 
brdsel_n : sequencer bus board select strobe from MCB ( low true). 
busy: local busy signal, normally tied low. 
seq_mode: sequencer bus mode bits from MCB. 
dev_addr: sequencer bus device address from MCB, used during reset and 32 bit 
writes. 
seq_data: sequencer bus data / address bus from MCB.  
data_in : local data bus from board to MCB. 

 
Outputs: 

pix_data : pixel data bus to MCB. Tristated unless a read in progress. 
sysclk   : local clock out for all on board usage. 
board_sel: local inverted board select strobe.  
brdack_n: local board select acknowledge output strobe to MCB, currently not used. 
reset: local board reset output, true for one clock period for soft reset on board. 
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reboot_n : local board latched reboot signal, normally attached to program_n fpga 
sig, low true 
read: local decoded control strobe, read something. 
write: local decoded control strobe, write something.  
wrt16: local decoded control strobe, write something as 16 bits wide. 
wrt32: local decoded control strobe, write something as 32 bits wide. 
address: local address for use on board  
data_out :  local data for use on board, only lower 16 bits valid during a wrt16 
strobe. 

 
 
c) seq_control 
  
This module provides clock signals. This is a write-only access, and the backplane data 
are latched on the clock_data(31:0). 
 
Inputs: 

sysclk : board clock 
reset : reset signal from the backplane interface 
wr : write signal from the backplane interface 
addr(7:0) : address from the backplane interface 
control(15:0) : control register word (not used) 
data_in: 32 bits. signals from backplane interface 

 
Output: 

clock_data : 32 bits conforming the clock sequence 
 
 
 
 
d) cfg_control 
 
This module provides the control signals to operate the serial data stream going to the 
ADCs and DACs. The cfg_sel bits are set according to the type of data, which is 
defined by the corresponding address: 
 
     00->dac 
     01->adc 
     10->oe 
     11->mux 
 
The write_sd signal is used to trigger the serial data stream generation on 
serial_state_ctrl, where the parallel data read from cfg_reg_file will be serialized and 
sent. The adc_data_ready input signal is set by the cfg_ser_in module when there is data 
ready to be written into cfg_reg_file (in the corresponding "adc data" memory location). 
The cfgclk is generated here from the board clock (sysclk), and is turned on only for 
configuration. A backplane generated reset condition (at rst) is passed to cfg_reg_file 
through cfg_rst only when the register file is selected (cs is on). 
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Inputs: 
sysclk: board clock. 
reset: reset signal from the backplane interface. 
wr_backplane : write signal from the backplane interface (16-bit write). 
cs_cfg: chip select for the cfg_data reg file. 
cs_tel : chip select for the tel_data reg file. 
addr_backplane(7:0) : address from the backplane interface. 
data_backplane(15:0) : backplane data bus. 
control(15:0)   : control register word (not used). 
adc_data_ready: input to indicate that ADC data is ready, from block                   
"cfg_ser_in". 
cfg_done: input from "cfg_ser_out" to indicate that the tx of the serial stream has 
been completed. 

 
Outputs: 

addr_backplane_reg(7:0) : backplane address latched with wr_backplane. 
data_backplane_reg(7:0) : backplane data latched with wr_backplane. 
cfgclk : clock for cfg modules. 
write_sd: output signal to trigger the generation of the serial stream in block 
"seria_state_control". 
reset_cfg: local reset for cfg_ser_out and cfg_ser_in  
cfg_sel(1:0) : function select for the cfg. 
cfg_status(7:0) : status word for the module. 

 
e) serial_state_control 
    
This module generates the configuration serial data stream (sdi) and clock (sclk) for the 
DACs and ADCs. This stream is assembled out of parallel data provided by either the 
backplane (DAC) or the cfg_reg_file (ADC), and of address information coming from 
the backplane. There are two different types of streams to be generated, according to 
func_sel: 
 
         00->dac 
         01->adc 
         10->oe  not used 
         11->mux not used 
 
In the case of the DAC/ADC: 
 

data dac_chip(5) adc_chip(5) are the addr vector,  
The different stream formats (12 bits) are as follows: 
     dac: 
         | dac_chan(4) |   dac_data(8)  | 
     adc: 
         | fill(4) |  control_byte (8)  | 
 
   "fill" bits are 0's for adc. 
 control_byte format is | 1(start) | adc_chan(3) | adc_data(4)  
 
  For the details of the ADC data, see max1270 datasheet. 
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dac_chip and dac_chan fields are taken from the backplane address bus. 
dac_data is taken from the backplane data bus. 
adc_chip and adc_chan are taken from the backplane address bus. 
adc_data is taken from the local data bus (coming from "cfg_reg_file"). 
 
Data stream generation is triggered by write_sd. When in ADC mode, after the "control 
byte" data has been sent out, the serial clock sclk stays on until the data through sdo 
(outside this module) has been read. This "end of frame" is indicated by the sdo_end 
signal, coming from the adc_data_bitcounter module. 
 
Inputs: 

func_sel(1:0) : input that selects the function of the incoming data. 
sdo_end : input from the adc_data_bitcounter module to indicate the end of a DAC 
data frame received. 
rst : reset. 
cfgclk : clock signal  generated by "cfg_control" . 
write_sd : start of serial stream generation. 
addr_bp_reg(7:0) : backplane address latched in cfg_control. 
data_local_in(15:0) : local data bus from cfg_reg_file. 
data_bp_reg(7:0) : backplane data latched in cfg_control. 
cfg_contro:l to stop cfgclk (except for the adcs). 

 
Outputs: 

dac_cs_reg: vector for dac chip select. 
adc_cs_reg: vector for adc chip select. 
sclk : serial clock output to the DAC/ADC.. 
sdi: serial data output to the DAC/ADC. 
cfg_done : goes high at the end of the tx of the stream. Directed to “cfg_control” 
module.  

 
 
f) cfg_reg_file 
 
Store the configuration of DAC, ADC, clock mux selection and output enable. It is a 
dual port memory. One port is connected to the backplane interface for storing or 
reading the configuration of DACs and ADCs. The local port is for sending the ADC 
configuration to the serial state control module for ADC reading when telemetry is 
triggered.  
 
Inputs: 

addr_backplane: address from the backplane interface. 
addr_local : backplane address.  
clk:  system clock.  
cs :  chip select for configuration.  
data_in_backplane : data from backplane interface.  
rst :  reset from backplane.  
wr_backplane : write signal from backplane. 

 
Outputs: 
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data_out_backplane :  cfg data for reading from the backplane 
data_out_local: local data bus for ADC configuration through serial_state_control 
module. 

 
 
g) tel_data_reg_file 
 
It stores telemetry data. It is implemented by a dual port memory. One port is connected 
to the backplane bus for reading and the other to the local bus for writing with data 
coming from ADC reading. 
 
Inputs: 

addr_backplane:  address from the backplane interface. 
addr_local:  backplane address.  
clk : system clock.                
data_in : bus coming from cfg_ser_in module with telemetry data.  
rst : backplane reset.  
wr_local: adc data ready coming from cfg_ser_in.  

 
Output: 

data_out_backplane:  connected to the backplane data bus for reading. 
 
 
h) Temp_sensor 
 
Interfaces the AD7814 3 wire temp sensor. 
 
Inputs: 

sysclk: system clock. 
temp_cs : triggers a read from the temperature sensor. 
temp_dout : serial data out from sensor. 

 
Outputs: 

temp_data : temperature data out to for reading operations.. 
temp_din  : serial data into sensor. 
temp_sclk : serial sensor data clock. 

 
 
i) cfg_ser_in 
    
This module receives the ADC serial data and converts it into parallel data for to store it 
in the tel_data_reg_file module. Incoming data (sdata_in) is clocked in during 
sdata_enable high. After 12 bits are received (the length of the data stream), the data is 
available at data_out, and data_rdy is set for a clock cycle, for cfg_control to perform 
the corresponding "write" to tel_data_reg_file. Serial data should be clocked in with the 
falling edge of sdata_clk. 
 
Inputs: 

cfgclk : clock signal for the cfg generated by "cfg_control"  
reset : reset 
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sdata_in : serial data from the adc  
sdata_enable : level high during a valid stream of sdata_in 

 
Outputs: 

data_out(15:0) : output data bus to the tel_data_reg_file 
data_rdy : data ready at data_out. Used to write the data in the tel_data_reg_file 

 
 
 
j) Microsequencer 
 
Microsequencer generates the horizontal clocks sequence fo r reading one pixel. The 
sequence should be previously loaded into the pattern memory. The pattern memory is 
implemented in a dual port memory. 
  
Port A: 2x256x16:  0x1000 => 0x11FF for loading microsequencer data.  
Port B:  256x32: For running the Microsequencer. 
 
Port A -> Consecutive positions in different modules (low interlaced). 
 
 

Table 1. Microsequencer trigger command data word 
 MICROSEQUENCER TRIGGER COMMAND DATA WORD 

BIT 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

signal UN RUN LENGTH OF SEQUENCE START ADDRESS OF SEQUENCE 

   
 
 
 

Table 2. Microsequencer pattern memory bit fields 
MICROSEQUENCER PATTERN MEMORY 

D31 D30 D29 D28 D27 D26 D25 D24 D23 D22 D21 D20 D19 D18 D17 D16 
UNDUSED H2 SW RG H3U H3L H1U H1L SW RG H3U H3L H1U H1L SW RG 

D15 D14 D13 D12 D11 D10 D9 D8 D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 
H3U H3L H1U H1L UNDUSED DELAY value in units of 25 ns 

 
 
Inputs: 

addr_backplane:   address from the backplane interface.     
data_in_backplane:  data coming from the backplane interface.   
clk: system clock.                  
cs: chip select for pattern memory.                   
cs_micro_control_reg : enable microsequencer trigger command register. 
rst: reset from backplane.                  
wr_backplane: 16 bit write.         

 
Outputs: 

clocks: clock sequence 
data_out_backplane:  data bus used for reading the pattern memory.  
sequencer_trigger_out: microsequencer trigger register for reading. 
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ena_micro: multiplexor control signal to select between microsequencer and 
sequencer. 

 
      
k) reset_logic 
 
Takes as input the sequencer bus reset and produces one reset pulse local to the device + 
a flag to indicate that reset has occured. Also provides the boot up reset pulse. Reset 
pulse duration is 15ms on boot else 1us for other sources..  
 
Inputs: 

sysclk: system clock source 
rst_cmd: soft reset request strobe from PAN. 
sync_rcvd: synchronization word received from PAN. 

 
Outputs: 

async_flag: after reset, this is set to indicate that synchronization with PAN may 
have been lost 
reset_out: nominal, local reset signal. 

 
l) mux_reg 
 
When this module is selected data from the backplane is used to select clocka and 
clockb in the front panel with the following format. 
 

led_mux=data_backplane(12) 
clockb=data_backplane(11 downto 6) 
clocka=data_backplane(5 downto 0) 

 
The module includes a translation table (rom) for mapping to physical address. 
 Inputs: 

sysclk : system clock. 
reset :  reset from the backplane. 
 wr_backplane16 : write 16 bits. 
 data_backplane : data from the backplane. 
cs_mux : chip select for configuring the multiplexor. 

 
Outputs: 

 leds: leds indicators 
 muxa, muxb, muxena, muxenb: front panel clock signal selection.   

 
  
m) adc_data_bit_counter 
 
Counts twelve (12) sclk cycles after receiving the adc_sstrb signal. During that time, 
sdo_enable is set for the clock in of the data in the FPGA (going through sdo, external 
to this module). The sdo_end signal is asserted at the 12th count to stop the serial clock 
sclk (in module serial_state_ctrl).  
In order to get the proper adc_sstrb signal from the selected adc, all adc chips must be 
set to "external clock mode", otherwise the adc_sstrb line will not be high-z when the 
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chip is not selected. To prevent a lock-up situation, a timeout counter is implemented in 
the receiving side of the fpga (cfg_control.vhd) 
 
Inputs: 

adc_sel : ADC readback in progress. 
 sclk_in: serial data clock input. 
 adc_sstrb: strobe signal from the ADCs to indicate start of serial data. 
 rst : incoming reset signal. 

 
Outputs: 

sdo_end: outgoing signal to indicate that 12 bits have been counted. 
 sdo_enable: high level during a valid stream of sdo used in the FPGA to clock in the 
data. 

 
 
n) cb_fpga_v40 
 
It is the top module. It performs an instance and connection of the modules described 
above. Mainly, it receives the configuration of the system from the system control and 
responds to a set of commands for configuring the DAC, reading the ADCs and 
triggering the clock sequence for reading out the CCDs.  
  
-Backplane interface 
 Inputs : 
 brdclk: clk from the backplane 
 sel_n: selection of this board 
 seq_data: sequencer data bus. 32-bit writing for sequencing and 16-bit writing 

for configuration 
  seq_dev_addr: address bus (three-lines) for 32-bit writing 
 seq_mode: indicates the kind of bus transaction: reading(01),16-bit writing (10), 

32-bit writing (11) 
 Input/Output: 
 ssn_dq: 1-Wire bus interfacing with the Silicon Serial Number Device DS2401 

Outputs: 
ack_n: acknoledge to the backplane  

pix_data: 48-bits reading data bus 
 reboot_n: line for restating the FPGA program load 
-Adc&dac config 
 Inputs: 
  adc_sstrobe: strobe signals generated by ADCs. 

sdo: serial data from ADC conversion.        
  
 Outputs: 
  adc_cs_n: adc chip selection. 
  adc_shdn_n: adc shut down signal. 
  dac_cs_n: dac chip selection. 
  dac_shdn_n: dac shut down signal. 
  dac_rst_n: reset for the dac chips. 
  sdi: serial data configuration and triggering for ADC/DAC.   
  sclk: for clocking sdi/sdo serial data. 
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 -Sequencer 
 Outputs:  
 clock A: clocks sequence for CCDs of group A coming from either sequencer or 

microsequencer   
 clock B: clocks sequence for CCDs of group B coming from either sequencer or 

microsequencer   
 clock C: clocks sequence for CCDs of group C coming from either sequencer or 

microsequencer  
  --clk_en: signal to connect clocks voltage swing generation paths to the cable 

drivers  
 -Front panel indicator    
  Outputs: 

leds: leds indicators 
  muxa, muxb, muxena, muxenb: front panel clock signal selection.   
 -Board 
 Inputs: 

temp_dout: serial data coming from temperature sensor. 
 Outputs: 
   reset_n: reset from the board    
  temp_din  : serial data into temperature sensor. 

temp_sclk : serial  data clock for temperature sensor.. 
 -Test: 
 test_sel, test: signals for prototype testing   
 
4. Conclusion 
  
The construction of DECam supposes a technological breakthrough in astronomical 
cameras due to the large amount CCDs involved. We have briefly revised and evaluated 
the possibilities of using Monsoon for DECam. Monsoon provides a high scalable 
image acquisition system but it does not offer the high levels of integration required by 
DECam. 
 The high number of Monsoon clock boards needed for reading the CCDs of DECam 
has been identified as the major drawback to achieve high compaction in the camera 
design. In this document we describe the reconfigurable electronics of the DECam clock 
board and the changes accomplished in this part of the design to meet the desired 
integration level. 
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